**Bi-Color LED Lighting Kit**

**Overview**

- **Power Switch**: On or off.
- **Color Temperature Indicator Light**: Indicates channel select or color temperature modes.
- **Mode Indicator Light**: Indicates battery level or channel select mode.

**Operation**

- **Full Power Mode**: The VL808B includes a unique Full Power Mode. The Bi-Color LED lights output half of the light output of the Full Power Mode.
- **Color Temperature Mode**: The VL808B includes a unique Color Temperature Mode. The Bi-Color LED lights can be adjusted in steps of 100K between 3200K and 5600K.
- **Channel Select Mode**: The VL808B includes a unique Channel Select Mode. The Bi-Color LED lights can be selected in steps of 3200K to 5600K.

**Using the Diffusion Panel**

1. Place the diffusion panel on the VL808B.
2. Press and hold the Diffusion Panel Lock Button for 1 second to add the panel to the VL808B.
3. The panel will be added to the VL808B and saved to the current channel.

**Specifications**

- **Model**: VL808B
- **Input Power**: 100W
- **Color Temperature**: 3200K - 5600K
- **Output Power**: 50W
- **Lamp Life**: 50,000 hours
- **Effective Wireless Distance Range**: 30 meters / 98 feet
- **Output Voltage**: DC 13~19V
- **LED**: 5 LED 800° ultra bright
- **Light Source**: 50W 5000K 800° LED
- **Color Temperature**: Adjustable 3200K - 5600K +/- 200K
- **CRI**: 85
- **Dimensions**: 160 x 180 x 49.5 mm
- **Weight**: 400g
- **Battery Quantity**: 2PCS
- **Battery Types**: NP-F770 or NP-F970
- **Batteries**: 2 x NP-F970 or 4 x NP-F770
- **Compatibility**: Switchable handles, including a light stand (5/8" male connector)
- **Operation**: 99 channels 2.4G wireless remote control
- **Effective Wireless Distance Range**: 30 meters / 98 feet
- **Lamp Life**: 50,000 hours
- **Output Voltage**: DC 13~19V

**Safety Precautions**

1. Please keep the VL808B and remote control away from moisture and liquids.
2. Do not operate light near flammable liquids.
3. Do not open the housing or attempt to repair yourself.
4. Disconnect from power when not in use.
5. Do not use the VL808B or attempt to repair yourself.
6. Please keep the VL808B and remote control away from moisture and liquids.

**One Year Unconditional Warranty**

For any reason, this ProMaster product will be ONE YEAR of the date of purchase, returned to your ProMaster dealer and is reconditioned. For any reason, this ProMaster product fails under normal use, we invite you to return to ProMaster for evaluation.